
CONTACT
viktor-rigolo@email.com

(123) 456-7890

Seattle, WA

LinkedIn

EDUCATION
High school diploma

The Center School
2001 - 2005

Seattle, WA

CERTIFICATION
Certificate of Demonstrated

Proficiency - FAA

CPR, AED, & BLS - American Red
Cross

SKILLS
First Aid (CPR, AED, & BLS)

Written Communication
Aircraft Safety

Aircraft Emergency Procedures
Inventory Management

Electrical Equipment
Maintenance

Passenger Support

Aircraft Cleaning/Disinfection
Procedures

WORK EXPERIENCE
Lead Flight Attendant
SkyWest Airlines
2016 - current / Seattle, WA

Verified boarding passes and assisted passengers in boarding the
plane, locating seats, stowing luggage
Monitored cabin for hazards throughout flight, resolving safety
noncompliance issues regarding passenger actions
Resolved 100% of passenger conflicts by using de-escalation
techniques, decreasing time-to-resolve by 49%

Led safety briefings and communicated flight details and
announcements over the PA 3-4 times per flight

Provided additional support to unaccompanied minors, the elderly,
and the handicapped by offering flight information and checking on
passengers every 25 minutes

Senior Flight Attendant
Endeavor Air
2010 - 2016 / Seattle, WA

Guided passengers through safety briefs, and confirmed that
passengers in exit rows could operate duties in an emergency
Performed pre-flight safety checks 30 minutes before departure

Verified catering supplies and snack/beverage inventory with
vendors, decreasing time-to-receive by 32%
Trained and communicated duties to 3 flight attendants

Collaborated with 4 flight attendants to help passengers during an
engine failure in 2014, assisting passengers with oxygen masks,
evacuating the aircraft, and calming frightened passengers

Flight Attendant
Delta Airlines
2006 - 2010 / Seattle, WA

Directed and welcomed travelers on board, assisting with seat
assignments, luggage, and safety questions during boarding
Served snacks, drinks, alcoholic beverages, and meals to
passengers, receiving payment and checking IDs as needed
Checked storage compartments, seatbacks, seat gaps, and trays
after boarding, reuniting passengers with items within 2 hours of
landing
Cleaned and sanitized all handles, armrests, tray tables, and seats 2
hours before boarding

Lead Flight Attendant
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https://linkedin.com/

